THE SCOPE OF THE JOURNAL

The nature and functions of the endocrine organs in vertebrates and invertebrates; the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of reproduction; endocrine chemistry; clinical endocrinology; the influence of hormones on behaviour
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1. Manuscripts should be sent to the Editor of The Journal of Endocrinology, The University, Bristol, BS 8 1TD. The Editor is not responsible for loss of or damage to manuscripts and illustrations. Contributors should submit their papers in duplicate; duplicate sets of diagrams and plates may be rough copies.

2. Submission of a paper will be held to imply that it is unpublished, is not being considered for publication elsewhere and, if accepted for the Journal, will not be published elsewhere in the same form, either in the same or in another language.

3. Before submitting papers, contributors should consult General notes on the preparation of scientific papers (Royal Society, 1965; 25p.) or Suggestions and Instructions to Authors (Biochem. J. 1971, 121, 1; 15p.); Units, symbols and abbreviations (Royal Society of Medicine, 1971; 54p.)

4. Manuscripts must be typewritten (double-spaced), in English; spelling should follow the Oxford English Dictionary. Papers should be concise. A summary of the work and results (about 3% of the length of the paper) should be given separately, for use in Biological Abstracts. Hormone and steroid* nomenclature and designation of units should follow the recommendations of the international conferences and the IUPAC recommendations (*see Biochem. J. 1969, 113, 5). Dosage should be given by weight or in the accepted international units. Where possible, standard errors or statistical indications of variance should accompany mean values. Tables should be typed on separate pages; each should be given a title and an Arabic number. A short title, for page headings, should be supplied.

5. The name and address of the laboratory where the work was performed should be given. Names of joint authors are usually arranged in alphabetical order.

6. REFERENCES. Text references should be given as 'Brown & Jones (1960)' or '(Brown & Jones, 1960)'. For more than two authors, all names should be cited in the first reference, thereafter the first name only followed by et al. The reference list at the end of the paper should be in alphabetical order of authors' names, including authors' initials, full titles of articles, and first and last page numbers. Journal titles should be abbreviated as in the World List of Scientific Periodicals (4th ed., 1965) or Abbreviated Titles of Biological Journals (London: Institute of Biology). References to books should include chapter title, publisher's name, publication place and date, and edition number.

7. ILLUSTRATIONS should be on separate pages, bearing the number and the author's name. Diagrams should be drawn in Indian ink on tracing paper, Bristol board or faint blue lined paper, with letters, numbers, etc. in pencil. Legends should be typed on separate pages. The magnification of photomicrographs should be stated, and any necessary reduction in size. A dummy layout of each plate required would help the Editor.

8. Two half-tone plates may be included in each paper free of charge. Additional half-tones and all coloured plates may be charged to authors. Line drawings are cheaper than half-tones and should be used where possible.

9. Papers may be rejected, or returned to the author for revision if the style and presentation are unsatisfactory or do not conform to the Journal's conventions. Alterations in presentation by the Editor delay publication.

10. SHORT COMMUNICATIONS reporting new techniques, work in progress, small completed investigations or occasional clinical cases should not exceed 1000 words (including tables, figures and bibliography). A discussion should not be included. One half-tone plate may be allowed by the Editor.

11. REVIEWS by invited authors will be published from time to time.

12. SEPARATES. Twenty-five separates of each paper will be given gratis. A limited number of extra copies can be ordered on the form accompanying the proof.

13. Contributions for the Proceedings of the Society for Endocrinology are accepted on the understanding that they have not been and are not being communicated elsewhere in substantially the same form. Abstracts should not exceed 500 words, and should not contain tabular matter.